Rental Conditions
Days of arrival and departure: You can choose your days of arrival and departure individually.
There is no defined weekday for arrivals and departures.
Booking condition: The booking has to be placed in written form. You can also send us your
booking request by fax or through our booking on our homepage. You will receive than
immediately a booking confirmation which we ask you to sign and send back to us (Fax, Mail or
Post). Once received the signed booking confirmation we request also an initial payment of 10%
on the rental through bank transfer on our bank account. The balance need to be paid in cash
within the first three days of your arrival.
Rental fee: Please find the valid rental fees on our homepage. For rentals under six days we
charge an extra charge of a half day rental. The charge for the gas heating will be calculated
according to the consumption. Final cleaning is included.
Deposit: On arrival a deposit of € 200 need to be paid for each apartment.
Arrival and departure times: On your arrival the apartment will be ready after 16:00 and we
kindly ask you to leave the apartment for 11:00 on your departure day (in high season 10:00) to
give the opportunity to our housekeeping staff to get it ready than for the next arrivals. In case
those times don´t suite you, please inform us and we are sure we will find a solution.
Pets: We do not accept pets.
Cancellation: Please inform us in written form about cancellation. In case of cancellation within
twelve weeks before arrival we will have to charge the 10% of the rental fee. For cancellation
within four weeks before arrival we will have to charge 50% on the rental fee. After that we will
have to charge 80% on the rental fee.
We will try to rent out the apartment to somebody else, and in case of success the payment of the
rental is not needed.
Bed and Bath linen: Bed linen is changed every eight days. Tablecloth and kitchen cloth are
available in the apartment. Towels are not provided, but can be rented through us for a little fee.
Severability clause: The adjustment on obvious errors, print – and calculation errors is to
reserve on behalf. Invalidity on single terms of the travel contract has no effect on the entire
contract itself.

Directions – How to get to “A´ Cràpa Mangia”?

-

Motorway A3 from Rom in direction Reggio di Calabria
Pass Naples and Salerno
Exit at Battipaglia/ Costiera Cilentana and take the direction towards Paestum/Agropoli
Pass Battipaglia
Take the exit for Agropoli Sud
Keep going towards Santa Maria di Castellabate / Castellabate
After 7 km you can see on the right side the Hotel Restaurant EDEN and after that a Bar
called Dolce Angolo.
Shortly after that take the SP 15 on the left side towards Castellabate (Please note –
small sign on the right hand side of the road – see picture 1)
After 3 km you can find our sign attached on a utility pole on the right side (see picture 2),
turn right there.
After the fourth house (pink!) turn left (see picture 3) and “A´ Cràpa Mangia” is there.
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…and now welcome at

A´ Crapa Mangia!!!!

